
 While going through my trash I found a couple items that I found, that can say a little bit 

about me. The first item was a Nike tag with a sale sticker on it. Which means I bought it at a 

Nike outlet, I was a dry fit shirt that I got when I wanted to have something comfortable to wear 

while working at my job. I spent 20 dollars on the shirt. The second item was a Nike shoe box, I 

also bought shoes at the outlet, they’re a pair of element runners, they cost around 150 retail, I 

spent 80. The third item was a New Era fitted sticker. I don’t like keeping the stickers on my 

fitteds because they leave ring marks when they get a bit dirty. The sticker did not have the price 

but 59fifty was still clear on the sticker. My fourth item was a tag for a scarf my mother was 

gifted. I liked the scarf, so I ended up taking it from her to use as a head wrap, it didn’t have a 

brand name, but it advertised that it was 100% organic and made in South America. The fifth 

item were some durag packages, I use those when I braid my hair, it allows me to keep my braids 

from frizzing. They one that still had a cover was the velvet durag with Bow Wow on it. It cost 

me about 8 dollars. The sixth item I found was thrift store receipt. I found a vintage 2000 Mets 

National League Champions t shirt, and a windbreaker for about 5 dollars in total. My seventh 

item was an iPhone receipt, I had just purchased one for my birthday, it cost about 1000. My 

eighth item was the receipt for my yeezy 500’s. I got them for retail on the adidas app and I 

ended up spending 220 in total. The nineth and tenth items were the tags for two Carhart jackets 

I got for a steal at a tractor supply outlet upstate. The jackets go for about 150 each but I ended 

up paying 160 for both. My eleventh item was some cerave skin care products I bought at Ulta. 

The twelfth item was a pull up bar box that I bought recently to keep working out at home on 

days I could make it to the gym. I bought it at the Dick’s sporting goods by my house.  


